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This paper is a continuation of [4]. It contains our results on resultant 
operators for a family of matrix functions that are analytic in a finitely con- 
nected domain. The proofs are based on the results about the Bezout 
equation obtained in [4]. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the 
concepts and results from [4]. 
Let f denote a Cauchy contour in the complex plane consisting of 
several non intersecting simple smooth closed contours which form the 
positively oriented boundary of a finitely connected bounded domain A + 
Throughout this chapter we assume for convenience that 0 E A + The 
general case can be obtained by a shift in the complex plane. Let A, ,..., A, 
be regular n x n matrix functions which are analytic in A + and continuous 
in A + u r, and assume that C(A,) n r= $3. The paper consists of two sec- 
tions. In Section 1 we show that the role of the resultant operator of the 
matrix functions A,,..., A, is played by the operator R,: L;;(T) + L;(/‘) 
(1 <p<co) defined by 
(R,cp)(r) := (MA I,..., A,)cp)(t) 
:= (Ak(f)+ P+ +14 ‘I) q(t) 




+(ni)-' j ('$J+~+ ~+2k-1~A,(7)c+o(7))d7 (t~l-), 
F ,=l 
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where the integral is understood in the Cauchy principle value sense and 
o! = (u, ,..., ‘tk ~1 )EQ(A~,..., A,- ,; Ak). An interesting special case that d + 
is the open unit disk is also treated in Section 1. In Section 2 we introduce 
and study the resultant operator in the case that A + is an annulus. 
I. THE RESULTANT OPERATOR FOR MATRIX FUNCTIONS IN 
A FINITELY CONNECTED DOMAIN 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A, ,..., A, he regular n x n matrix functions that are 
analytic in A + and continuous in A + v IY Assume that det Ak(z) # 0 (z E ZJ. 
Let D(z) be a greatest common right divisor of A, ,..., A,. Then 
dim ker R,( A , ,..., A/c) = N,(A, 7.“) A/c) (=:N), (1.1) 
where R,(A,,..., Ak) is the operator defined by (O.l), a = (ai ,..., 
cf&,)En(A ,,..., Akpl;Ak) and N,(Al ,..., Ak) denotes the number of zeroes 
(counting multiplicities) of det D(z) in A + . Moreover, if (X, T) is a right 
spectral pair of D, then 
Ker R,( A , ,..., Ak)={&I cp(t)=X(t-T)~‘o,v&“}. (1.2) 
Recall that if all the matrix functions A,(z) (i= l,..., k) have finite spec- 
trum in A + , then the pair (X, T) in formula (1.2) is just a greatest common 
restriction of the right spectral pairs of A I ,..., A,. 
ProoJ Let c1= (~1~ ,..., ak- ,) E Q(A ,,..., A,- i; Ak). Define the operator 
B,: L;(r) -L;(~(U/P)+ (l/q)= 1) by 
(Bat))(t) := (A;(t) + t”+ “. +““-‘I) tj(t) 
- (71i)-l 
zal+ “‘+““-II-A:(t) 
z-t MT) dr 
- (7ci)-’ p,+,+ ... +w’k-, sAj(t)$(r) 
We prove the theorem in four steps. In step I we prove that 
dim Ker R,S = codim Im B,. (1.4) 
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In step II we establish a description of Im B which enables us to prove in 
step III that 
codim Im B, = N,(A I ,..., Ak). (1.5) 
Finally, in step IV we establish formula (1.2). 
Step I. Denote by 0,(t) (t E r) the angle between the positive x-axis 
and the tangent line at t to the contour f. Set h,(t) = PA’) (t E I’) and let 
H, be the operator defined on L”,(T) by 
(Hrcp)(t) = h,-(t) v(t) (CE I’). 
By Theorem 1.7.1 in [3] the adjoint operator of S,-: L;(T) -+ L;(I‘) is given 
on L;(T) by 
SF = - H,-S,.H,.. 
Since Hf.= I, P: and QF. are defined on L;(T) by PF.= H,Q,- H,., QT. = 
H,P,-H,.. Further, if .01: L;(f) + L;(f) is given by 
(,d(PNf) = A(r) cp(r) (lEr), 
where A(t) is a continuous on r n x n matrix function, then 
(d*H,cpNt) = h,-(r) A’(t) v(r) = HAA “(f) v(t)) 
Representing R, := R,(A, ,..., A, ,; Ak) as 




x (t”QrA, - Qrt”/Ai) 1 (1.6) 
we see that 
k-l 
+ c (A;P,t”, - A;t”,P,) t”. ’ + +“~I H,. 
j= 1 1 
= H,B, H,. (1.7) 
Since det Al(r) # 0 and det( t ‘I+ ~~+“A~~I)#Ofort~~,CorollaryVIII.l.l in 
[1] implies that the operator QrP + ... + ‘A~1 + AlPI is a Fredholm 
operator on L”,(T). (For definition and properties of Fredholm operators 
see [3].) Note that AJTP,t”l- A,TtalP, is an operator of finite rank 
(j= l,..., k - 1). So B, is Fredholm and in view of (1.7) the operator R,* is 
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also Fredholm. Hence R, is a Fredholm operator. Taking into account that 
H, is invertible, we have 
dim Ker R, = codim Im R,* = codim Im B,. 
Step II. We shall prove that 
Im B, = {tj E L;(T) 1 (DT)-’ P& E P,(L;(T))}. (1.8) 
Assume that $ E Im B,, i.e., there is a q E L;(r) such that 
ei-(t %I+ ‘.’ +““m’cp)(t)+A,T(t)(P,cp)(t) 
k-l 
+ c A,T(t)[(P,t”,- 0P,) taj+‘+ ..‘“k-‘q](t) = $(t). (1.9) 
,=I 
Projecting both sides of (1.9) on P,(L;(f)) and taking the analytic exten- 
sions in A +, wegetforzEA+, 
k-l 
A:(z) &Jr&) + 1 q(zmr(,5+ ++bp)(z) 
i= I 
- z”lE P#~+‘+ +~k-lq)(Z)l =&&L(Z). (1.10) 
Here E, denotes the analytic extension in A + of a function g E P,(L;(J’)). 
It follows from (1.10) that EprJl is left divisible by D’, where D is the 
greatest common right divisor of A i,... A,. In other words, 
(DT(z))-’ EPr+(z) is analytic in A + , and since det D’(t) # 0 for t E r, we 
also have that [D’(t)]-’ P,t,b(t)EL;(T). Hence (DT)-’ P,t+b E P&L;(T)). 
Conversely, let g := (DT)-’ P,lc/ E P,(L;(T)). Then Ep,Jz) = 
DT(z) E,(z) (ZE A + ). By Theorem 2.7 [4] and the left analogue of 
Remark 2.5 in [4] there are n x 1 matrix polynomials X,(z) with deg Xi 6 
M, - 1 (i = l,..., k - 1) and an analytic in A + n x 1 matrix function X, such 
that xk 1 r E P,-( L;( r)) and 
,$, AT(z) Xi(z) = -%,&) (z E A + L 
and hence 
JJ,, AT(t) Xi(t) = (Purl/) a.e. on r. 
Put 
k-l 
q(t) :=X,(t)+ c t-“‘- .” --‘Xi(t) 
i=l 
+t-v 
-a”-‘(Qr$)(t) (t E r). 
(1.11) 
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Then, since 0 E A + , we have 
Q,(t I'+ .. +""-'q(t)) = (Q&)(t) 
and 
PI-(f a,+. +lALIcp(t))=t”,+ ... +*k. IXk([) 
k-l 
+D 
x,+ “’ +GIX,(t) (,j = I ,..., k - 1 ). 
,=, 
Thus, using (1.11) we obtain 
2B,cp=Ql$+A$Y, +‘$A; 
I 
t”‘+ +xi / x, 
,=I 
k-l 




-pi [%*I+ ‘+x1 I*, + 1 [%.I t +x3 “y, 
I-,, I il 
= Qr$ + A,TX, + ‘c’ AJX, = I), 
,= I 
i.e., $ E Im B. Here and elsewhere t’~+ ... +x1 I := 1 if i=,j. 
Step III. Write DT(z) in the Smith form, i.e., D7(z) = S(z) A(z) F(r), 
where S(z), F(z) are analytic in A + , continuous in A + u r and invertible 
for all z E A + u I-, A(z) = diag(d,(z));!= , and d,(z) are manic polynomials 
(i= l,..., n) such that di+,(z) is a divisor of di(z) (i= l,.... n- 1). Introduce 
the subspaces 
.H= {$=col($,):=, E P,(L;(T)) 1 $, is a polynomial with 
deg $, < deg d, (i = I,..., n ) ) , 
.A?( =X&e)= {$EP,(L’I(T)) ( *=sq (PEJf;. 
Note that A! and -2 are closed subspaces of P, (L’J r)). We shall show that 
L;(T) = Im B, @ .d. (1.12) 
First let us prove that 
L;(T) c Im B, + ./if?. (1.13) 
Note that B,( t mzi “’ ““m’tj(t))=ll/(t) for any $EQ,-(L;(T)), and hence 
Q,-(L;( Z)) c Im B,. It remains to show that 
P,(L;(T))cIm B, +.U. (1.14) 
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To this end take an arbitrary f E P,(L;(T)) and denote Q(z) := 
CO~(@~(Z));=, :  S-‘(z) E,(z). Since Gi is analytic in A + one can find an 
analytic (in A + ) function Y,(z) and a polynomial ri(z) with deg I, < deg di 
such that Q;(z) = di(z) Y’i(z) + ii(z) (z E A + , i = l,..., n). This can be rewrit- 
ten as 
c@(z) = A(z) Y(z) + r(z) (z~A+h (1.15) 
where Y(z) = col( !PJz));= I and Y(Z) = col(~,(z))~=, . We know that 
det A(t) #O for t E r, and hence Y(z) = AP’(z)[@(z)- r(z)] has a limit 
t)(t) a.e. as ZE A+ approaches t E r nontangentially. So $ EP,(L;(T)). 
Thus (1.15) implies SP’f=All/+r, and hence f=SAlC/+Sr= 
DT(F-‘$) + Sr. From step II we know that DT(FP’tj) E P,(Im B,), and we 
can conclude thatfEP,(Im B,)+J~. This proves (1.14) and hence (1.13) 
is established. 
To prove (1.12) it remains to show that 
ImB, nJ=(O). (1.16) 
Since J& c P,(L;(T)) the equality (1.16) is equivalent to 
P,(Im B,) n JZ = (0). (1.17) 
Let Y E P,(Im B,) n 2. Then there is a 7(z) = CO~(?~(Z)):=, E A’ such that 
r = SE Since r E P,(Im B,), there is, in view of step II, some g E P,(L;(f)) 
such that r = DTg. Hence for z E A + we have 
col(?,(z));, , = F(z) = S-‘(z) r(z) = S-‘(z) DT(z) E,(z) 
= A(z)(F(z) &(z)), 
i.e., Fi(z) is divisible by di(z). But deg Fi <deg di (i= l,..., n), so Fi(z)-O, 
and hence ri(z)=O (i= l,..., n). This proves (1.17). So (1.16) is established, 
and we see that 
codim Im B, = dim 2. 
It is clear that dim J# = dim A! and from the definition of A! we obtain 
dim A? = N(D) = N,(A i ,..., Ak). 
This completes the proof of ( 1.1). 
Step IV. It remains to prove (1.2). Let q(t) =X(t - T)-‘u, where 
UECN. Since D(z) is a right divisor of A,(z) we have that the matrix 
function A,(t) X(t - T))’ =,4,(t) D(t)-’ D(t) X(t - T)-’ has an analytic 
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extension in A + (j= l,..., k). But th en the vector function A,(t) q(t) (and 
also /“A,(t) q(t) (/I 3 0)) has an analytic extension in A + It follows that 
Qre+P) = 0 (p 2 0, j = I)..., k). 
On the other hand, q(t) = X(t - T) ’ v is a rational vector function which 
has poles in A + only and cp( co) = 0. This gives that P,cp = 0. So, from the 
form (1.6) of R, we conclude that R,cp = 0. 
Further, the map u~X(t--~T))~u acting C”-+ {cp(t)=X(t- T) ’ 1‘1 
u E C”} is injective. Indeed, suppose that X(t - T) ’ II = 0 for some v E C”. 
Then expanding (t - T) ’ in the neighbourhood of infinity, we get 
fxu+;XTu+;XT’r!+ “’ =o. 
So, DE n,:, ker(XT’), which implies c’= 0. It follows that 
dim{X(t- T) ‘~)~~@~}=N=dirnKerR, 
and we conclude that ( 1.2) holds. 1 
Next, we consider the case that A t is the open unit disk. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let f= {ZE@ / IzI = 1). Let A,(z)=x,“Z,AJ”;’ 
(.j= l,..., k) he regular n x n matrix ,finctions such thut C,‘c, 11 Ai’)l/ < JC’ 
(,j= l,..., k) and C (Ak) n r= $3. Let D(s) denote a greatest common right 
ditlisor of A,(z) ,..., Ak(z) (in A +). Then for x = (2, ,..., rfi ,)EQ(A, ,..., 









: ,‘; -+ P; (1.18) 
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is equal to the number N,(A , ,..., Ak) = (:N) of zeroes of D(z) in the unit disk 
(counting multiplicities). Moreover, 
Ker 8, = Im col(XT’)~, , 




Consider the system of functions {eik’oj 1 k E Z, j= l,..., n}, where 
, ,...> u,} is the standard basis for C”. Ordering this system in a natural 
way one obtains a basis in L’;(T) and one finds that the matrix represen- 
tation of the operator R,, defined by (O.l), in this basis is given by the 
following matrix 
. . . . I . . 
A;k)A&W I I 
. . . Aik',,z@, I 
-------- ----- -l 
-.:.A',k-U&k-U 1 
I 
. . . . I 
. ..A\k-l)A&k--l) ; 
--------___ I 
 .A\ -VA&k--l)  --_--___ 
I 
----------- 
. . . A’,“#’ 
. . . . . . 




















where 0 denotes the (0,O) entry in the matrix. Theorem 1.1 states that for 
aEQ(A,,..., A,-,; Ak) 
dim Ker R, = dim Ker kz = N,(A , ,..., Ak). 
If -co<p<q<co are integers we denote l,({p,q))={{~j}~=pl 
c,“= P 1 qj 1 2 < 00 }. Considering A, as a linear operator in l;(Z) and splitting 
l’;(Z) into a direct sum as l;(Z)=l;(( -CO, j?- l})@Z${B, co}), where 
p = cJk:/ OLD, we obtain the following representation of R, with respect to 
this splitting: 
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Identifying I;( { -30, p - 1 }) with Z;(N) in the obvious way one gets 
dim Ker R, = dim Ker A, = dim Ker R, = N,(A , ,..., A, ). 
Further, by Theorem 1.1 
Ker R, = {X(t- T)-'u 1 vcC"J. 
Expanding X(t-T)~‘=(l/t)X+(l/t*)XT+ ..., on the unit circle (which 
is possible since a(T) is in the unit disk), we see that the vector functions 
cp( t) = X( t - T) -- ’ u (V E CN) have the coordinate representation 
XT*u 
XTu 
q= xv ) 
II 0 0 
i.e., 
XTZ 
Ker l?, = Im 
XT 
II x 0 
Projecting Ker 1, on 1;( ( - co, /? - 1 } ) and identifying I;( { - a, fl - 1 ) ) 
with 1; we obtain (1.19). 1 
2. RESULTANT OPERATORS FOR ANALYTIC MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
IN AN ANNULUS 
In this section we study the resultant operator for a finite number of 
matrix functions that are analytic in an annulus. More specifically, we con- 
sider the domain A + = {ZEC 1 l/p< /zI <p} (p> l), and we assume that 
the functions A,(z) (j= l,..., k) are given by 
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f )/A{-f)// pIi’< m (j= l)...) k). (2.1) 
j= -a 
Here IIM)I denotes the norm of the operator on C” generated by the n x n 
matrix M. Note that this case is not covered by Theorem 1.1, since 0 #A + . 
The result, which can be obtained from Theorem 1.1 by performing a shift 
ZHZ- a (a~ A + ), is somewhat cumbersome and we do not take this 
approach. Instead, we use the specific properties of the domain A + and the 
functions Al(z) (j = l,..., k) in order to get a transparent form for the 
resultant operators. It turns out that the role of the resultant operators is 
played by the operators 9$: E(p) + E(p) which have the following matrix 
representation with respect to the natural basis of E(p): 
9& = 
. . . . . . . . . 
. ..A’k.~~k;; A’,&‘... 
------ i------------- . ..A”‘.,m\l’... 
. . . . . . 
I . . 
--J---------------- 
. ..A(k--I). A&k--I)Aik-I)... 
-1 
. . I ‘. . . 
.I . . 
. ._, A’k- l)A(k- I,A(k- I). . . 
----__ +--1--O--L---- 
. ..A’!).1 A&kQ\k)... 
. . ’ . . . . . 
. .I . I 
(2.2) 
ukLl 
Here 0 denotes the (0, 0) position, a = (a, ,..., akp ,) E Q(A, ,..\, A,- L ; Ak) 
and E(p) is one of the Banach spaces 1;(p) (1 < p < co) or c;;(p), which are 
defined as follows: 
.- .- [ f ~ll~riicnP-~‘~~‘]“y~~}; 
i= -cc 
cm)= {a= {Si>ioc= - c I rliEC II9i lIc”P+‘+q, 
II rl II C(;(P) := sup 11 q; I)@ p-Ii’. n
To prove that ~32~ are indeed resultant operators we first have to modify 
our results about the Bezout equation. To do this we need the following 
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notations. Consider the Banach algebra W,, of all functions defined on f = 
I-, u Tz as follows 
where f, = {ZEC 11~1 =p}, f2 = {ZE@ ]/:I = I/p). By (C(f))“““’ wc 
denote the space of all continuous n x m matrix functions defined on 
f=F, u r2. Let (C+(f))‘Xm (resp., (C, (I))” ’ “‘) denote the subspace of 
(C(f)yxnr consisting of all functions F(z) which admit an analytic exten- 
sion in A + (resp., in A ~ := @\d+ , with F(x 
following subspaces of W; x “: 
(Wl)nx’n= yjxmn(C+ 
( pp,, )‘I x “’ = w,; x “7 fy ( c’,, 
= 0). Further, introduce the 
Then we have 
Indeed, let 
(2.3) 
be an arbitrary element in WFxw’. Define 
and one easily checks that 
q + E ( Wf )” x ‘“; cp E ( PP,, )” x “I; (p=q++cp 
Suppose cp E ( W; )‘I x ‘n n ( I@, )” x “‘, then cp is an entire function which 
vanishes at infinity, so cp ~0. This proves (2.3). Note that formulas (2.3) 
and (2.4) immediately imply the following description of the subspace 
( w;- )” x n2: 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let (PE(W~~)~~~, BE(W~+)~~~ with detB(z)#O (zEZJ 
and let B-‘(z) (P(Z)E (C+(r))nxm. Then B-‘(z) (P(Z)E (Wz)nxm. 
Proof Write B-‘(z)= (det B(z)))’ adj B(z). Since each of the entries 
of adj B(z) is a finite sum of finite products of elements of W,‘, adj B(z) E 
( w; )” x *. Further, by Theorem 3’ in [2, p. 333, (det B(z))-’ E W,. Now 
B-‘(z) q(z)= (det B(z)))’ adj B(z).cp(z)~ WFx”‘. 
Since B-‘(z) (P(Z)E (C’(f))“““, it follows that B-‘(z) (P(Z)E 
w;)Hxm. I 
Now we are in a position to state the desired modification of 
Theorem 2.4 from [4]. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let the n x n matrix functions Ai = Cp”= loo Alj’z’ 
(j= I,..., k) be regular, satisfy (2.1) and let C(AP) n r= @. Let D(z) denote 
a greatest common left divisor of A,(z),..., Ak(z) and assume that 
CE(Wpfy? Then for any (6 ,,..., ~,-,)EQ(AT ,..., Al-,;Al) there are 
n x m matrix polynomials X, (j= l,..., k - 1 with deg Xi < J,, and a n x m 
matrix function X, E ( W,’ )” x m such that 
A,(z) X,(z) + ... + Ak(z) X,(z) = C(z) (ZEA+ ur) (2.6) 
if and only tf C is left divisible by D. 
Proof Note that, since A + u r is compact, A, has finite spectrum. 
Further note that Aj (j = l,..., k) and C are analytic in A + and continuous 
in A + u r. By Theorem 2.7 [4] and the left analogue of Remark 2.5 [4] 
there are it x m matrix polynomials X, with deg Xi <hi (i= l,..., k - 1) and 
a matrix function X, E (C + (r))n x m such that (2.6) holds. Since 
x, E(Wp+ym (i’l,..., k - 1) we have that C(z) - Cf=,L A,(z) X,(z) E 
( w,’ yxm. So, applying Lemma 2.1, we have that 
X,(Z)=A,I(Z)[C(T)--:F;IA~(~)X~(~)]~(W:)~~~. I 
We now pass to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A,(z) = C,“= ~ ~ A$J)z’ (j= l,..., k) be regular n x n 
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matrix functions satisfying (2.1) and assume that C (Ak) n f= a. Let D(z) 
denote a greatest common right divisor qf A,(z),..., Ah(z). Then f;~r 
cx=(cc, ,..., ctk l)~Q(AI ,..., A,-,;A,) 
dim Ker W, = N,(A , ,..., A,), (2.7) 
where 9% is given by (2.2) and N,(A ,,..., Ak) denotes the number of zeroes 
(counting multiplicities) of det D(z). Moreover, if (X, T) is a right .spec’tral 
pair qf D then 
Ker W, = Im col(XT’),‘: , . (2.X I 
Proqf: Without loss of generality we can assume that D(z) is a matrix 
polynomial. We shall first prove the theorem for 3, acting c;;(/I) + c{;(p). 
Let 
&,*: I;( l/p) + I;( l/p) 
denote the adjoint operator of d,. Let J&: /‘;( l/p) -+ ( W,: )” be defined by 
(‘#cp)(Z) := u,(z) := i cp,:’ (rEJ+ 1, 
/= x 
where cp = { (p,},I= ~ l l?(l/p). Then %? is invertible. Let us prove that 
Im%‘z=(cpEl;‘(l/p)I (D*(Z)) ‘M,,(:)E(C’(~))“~. (2.9 1 
where D*(z) = (D(z))*. 
Take cp E Im :JA,*. Then there is a 4 = [q, ),‘= , E I’;( I/p) such that 
.‘R,*q = cp, i.e., 
, j (Alk!,)*tl, + ‘1’ ‘i’ (Al”, ,i,)*v, 
7 /=I ,=[l, / 
+ i (A;“’ , ,rr ,I*% = v, (iEZ). (2.10) 
I = PA I 
where /I0 = 0 and fl, = C:=, c(, (I = l,..., k - 1). Put 
I,- 1 
xitz):= C q, ,j,+,z' (i= l,..., k- l), 
/=o 
X,(z) := 2 q,z'+ f ?fm,jkm,z' (--Ed+). 
j= -J; /=O 
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Then (2.10) can be rewritten in the form 
,g A*(3 Xi(Z) = ““&I (zEa+,, 
which implies that (D*(Z)))’ ~Jz) is analytic in A + . 
Conversely, let (D*(Z)))’ ~,(z)E (C’(T))“. By Corollary 2.2 we can 
find n x 1 matrix polynomials X,(z) = ~Jl~&’ xj;)zj (i = l,..., k - 1) and a n x 1 
matrix function X,(z) = c,: . u x~~)z’E ( W,’ )” such that 
,co A?(,-) Xi(Z) =a,(z) (z EA + ). (2.11) 
Put q = [ . ..) x(k)z, X(“‘i,~ . . . . x(1;‘,, Xb” )..., xi;‘1 )...) xa- l) )...) xi;,” ,’ XL@, 
x\~),...], where 0 stands for the zero position. Then VE I?(l/p) and (2.11) 
gives that 2:~ = cp, i.e., cp E Im 9:. 
Now let us prove formula (2.7). Since D*(Z) is a matrix polynomial, we 
can write the Smith form of D*(Z): D*(Z) = E(z) d(z) F(z) (ZE 2, ), where 
E(z) and F(z) are n x n matrix polynomials with constant nonzero deter- 
minants, d(z) = diag(d,(z));=, and d, are polynomials. Introduce the sub- 
spaces 
^c“ = {$(z) = c~l(ll/~(z));=, E ( W,’ )” I I,+~ is a polynomial with 
deg $; <deg dj (i= I,..., n)}; 
9-= hew&) I Wwf~. 
We shall prove that 
( W; )” = @(Im .%!‘,*) @ p. (2.12) 
Let cp E ( Wz )“. Since E-‘(z) is a matrix polynomial we can conclude 
that q(z) := E-‘(z) q(z) E ( W,‘)“. Let $(z) = CO~($~(Z));=, . Since 4, is 
analytic in A + , one can find an analytic (in A +) function $,(z) and a 
polynomial ri(z) with deg ri < deg d,, such that Q;(z) = di(z) $j(z) + ri(z) 
(z E A + , i = l,..., n). Writing tii(z) = (Qi(z) - ri(z))(d,(z))pL one sees, in view 
of Lemma 2. I, that rl/i E W,’ . So, 
v(z) = E(z) CJ(Z) = E(z) A(z) $(z) + E(z) r(z) 
= D*(F)(F-‘(z) I)(Z)) + E(z) r(z), 
(2.13) 
where G(z) = col(ll/,(z))~=, and r(z) = col(r,(z))r=, . Since F-‘(z) is a matrix 
polynomial, we have that F ‘(z) $(z)E ( W,’ )“. Using (2.9) we see that 
D*(2)(Fp’(z) $(z))~%(Im .%?‘,*) and we can conclude, in view of (2.13), 
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that cp E &(Im G?,*) + 4. Further, as in step III of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
we have that 
%(Im 9;) n B = (0) 
which proves (2.12). 
Now, (2.12) gives that codim %!(Im 9:) = dim 9. Since dim ,F’ = 
dim F‘ = N(D) = N,( A, ,..., A k) and codim @( Im 4?,* ) = codim Im .JA,* = 
dim Ker ,‘A, the formula (2.7) follows. 
To prove (2.8) let (X, T) denote a right spectral pair of D. Since D is a 
right divisor of A, (j= l,..., k), we have that 
W,,(X, T)=(Zrri))‘/ Aj(z)X(z-T)-‘dz=O (.j= l,..., k) 
rid /
for a bounded Cauchy domain A, such that a(T) c A, c d, c A +. Then. 
using Fubini’s Theorem, we have that 
0=(2rri)-‘ j A,(z)X(z-T)- ’ dz 
<SA ,
Further, since p ’ < 11-1 < p for A E o(T), Imcol(XT’),?= ‘* ( c I;(p)) c c;f(p ). 
so 
Im col( XT’),“= ~ c Ker 9,. 
On the other hand, dim Im col(XT/)~= , = size of T = N,(A , . . . . . A, ). 
which proves (2.8). 
Since Im col(XT’),“= ~ 7. cc(p) (1 6 p < a) we have the Theorem also 
for 2, acting in any I;(p) -+ I;(p) (1 d p < cc ). 1 
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